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ABSTRACT
Design and Implementation of
a Sub-threshold Wireless BFSK Transmitter. (December 2007)
Suganth Paul, B.E., Anna University, India
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Sunil P. Khatri
Power Consumption in VLSI (Very Large Scale Integrated) circuits is currently a
major issue in the semiconductor industry. Power is a rst order design constraint in many
applications. Several of these applications need extreme low power but do not need high
speed. Sub-threshold circuit design can be used in these cases, but at such a low supply
voltage these circuits exhibit an exponential sensitivity to process, voltage and temperature
(PVT) variations. In this thesis we implement and test a robust sub-threshold design ow
which uses circuit level PVT compensation to stabilize circuit performance. This is done
by dynamic modulation of the delay of a representative signal in the circuit and then phase
locking it with an external reference signal.
We design and fabricate a sub-threshold wireless BFSK transmitter chip. The trans-
mitter is specied to transmit baseband signals up to a data rate of 32kbps over a distance
of 1000m. In addition to the sub-threshold implementation, we implement the BFSK trans-
mitter using a standard cell methodology on the same die operating at super-threshold volt-
ages on a different voltage domain. Experiments using the fabricated die show that the
sub-threshold circuit consumes 19.4× lower power than the traditional standard cell based
implementation.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
I-A. The Demand for Low-Power Electronics
The density and the speed of Integrated Circuits (ICs) have been increasing almost expo-
nentially for over three decades. This observation is made by Moore’s law, which states
that the number of transistors that can be placed on an IC of the same area has been dou-
bling every two years. The main concern which hampers the further scaling of transistors
is the issue of power dissipation. A Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) chip consists of
many energy storage elements, mainly capacitors, some that are required for computation
(MOSFET device capacitances) and some that are a hindrance to circuit operation (parasitic
capacitances). These capacitors are continually charged and discharged through resistive
elements during circuit operation, resulting in energy dissipation in the form of heat. The
amount of heat dissipated puts a restriction on the computational performance of the cir-
cuit, or the number of times transistors in the circuit can switch for a given power budget.
One could argue that the shrinking of devices has reduced the amount of parasitic capaci-
tance and this alleviates power dissipation problems. However the increase in the number
of devices due to the increase in device density has more than compensated for the decrease
in the parasitic capacitance of a single device.
As circuits shrink and more transistors and circuit functions are integrated on a sin-
gle chip, the sub-threshold leakage current is becoming an important determinant of power
consumption. This leakage current occurs when transistors are not switching. Leakage
currents therefore dissipate power even when there is no useful computation going on.
In recent designs, the power dissipation due to leakage current, is frequently more than
The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
250% of the power dissipated by the entire chip. Increased power consumption in the chip
means that there is more energy being dissipated as heat. The MOSFET threshold voltage
VT decreases with increase in the device junction temperature caused by this heat dissi-
pation. The sub-threshold leakage currents are exponentially dependent on VT , increasing
with decrease in VT . Thus increased on-chip temperatures cause more power dissipation
due to increased leakage currents and increased dissipation of heat. Another problem with
aggravated on-chip temperatures is that they can result in reduced operating lifespans for
the chip [1]. Also any chip that consumes power beyond a certain degree needs to be
cooled. This is a signicant problem in the case of commercial electronic products such as
servers, desktop computers, graphics processors, some high performance gaming devices,
etc. Increased cooling solution costs are an additional bane of increased power consump-
tion. High power consumption is thus a growing problem in the ever expanding world of
electronic devices.
There are many applications that use VLSI circuit technology where low power is
essential but the speed of operation of the device is non-critical. Examples include sensor
networks, wearable computers, certain portable electronic devices, etc. Here speed is a sec-
ondary design goal, whereas low power consumption is a primary design requirement. For
example [2, 3, 4] show that sensor networks have the capability to accumulate, process and
communicate information under various operating conditions. These networks are spatially
distributed in nature and have the need for each sensor in the network to be as maintenance-
free as possible. Further, low-power consumption in these applications would reduce the
amount of headroom needed for battery supplies. Also the weight of the product would be
lower since smaller batteries will be sufcient to power these devices, and complex cooling
solutions would not bee required.
Thus a robust methodology for designing extreme low power circuits will be useful
for a large class of applications in which larger circuit delays are tolerable but low power
3consumption is a primary design requirement. The circuit design methodology of choice
in this case would be sub-threshold circuit design. Here the V DD of the circuit in question
is set at a value lower than or equal to the threshold voltage of that particular process
technology, i.e. V DD ≤ VT . The circuit will thus operate with only sub-threshold leakage
currents, since the transistors in the circuit will never be in the linear or saturation region.
This approach not only results in very low power consumption but it also utilizes leakage
currents for computation and thus capitalizes on the problem that traditional VLSI design
methodologies are faced with (that of an exponential increase in leakage with successive
process generations). The only source of power dissipation of the chip (in case of sub-
threshold circuits) is due to sub-threshold leakage currents.
Sub-threshold circuits yield signicantly lower power consumption compared to their
super-threshold counterparts. However the sub-threshold current has an exponential de-
pendence on process, temperature and supply voltage variations. As a result any practical
sub-threshold design methodology must be immune to these PVT variations.
I-B. Thesis Objectives
The primary goal of this thesis is to demonstrate a sub-threshold circuit design approach,
for use in designs which demand extreme low power consumption. There are currently no
validated design ows or proved design methodologies for designing sub-threshold circuits.
The objectives of this thesis include the following.
• To identify a sub-threshold circuit design approach.
• To come up with a robust design methodology to design and fabricate sub-threshold
circuits.
• To choose an application that will demonstrate the usefulness of a low power sub-
threshold circuit.
4• To design the required circuit, fabricate and test the chip.
• To quantitatively compare the post-silicon power consumption of a sub-threshold
circuit implementation with that of a traditional standard cell based implementation
of the same circuit.
I-C. Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter II we introduce the concept of sub-threshold
circuit design. We also survey of various sub-threshold design methodologies and select
one of these methodologies for the design of the sub-threshold circuits in this thesis. The
most important criteria for the sub-threshold circuit design approach of choice is that the
delay variation of the circuit needs to be compensated against PVT (process, voltage and
temperature) variations. We use a methodology that provides this compensation.
In Chapter III, we choose a test application which we will implement using sub-
threshold circuits. We present a system level architecture and describe each of the system
level blocks in detail. We then discuss the various design constraints and optimizations
needed for the particular application. We then come up with a design framework that will
be used to implement the design.
In Chapter IV, we present a detailed account of the steps involved in the implementa-
tion of the design. We explain the design ow used to implement the sub-threshold circuit.
This includes various special features such as testability and redundancy added to the de-
sign. We also list out the various verication steps that were performed on the design.
In Chapter V, we quantitatively list the experiments performed and the results obtained
from the fabricated die. We also show that the sub-threshold circuit consumes 19.4X lesser
power than the standard cell circuit implementing the same function.
Finally, in Chapter VI we conclude this thesis.
5CHAPTER II
RELATED PREVIOUS WORK
II-A. Advantages and Disadvantages of Sub-threshold Circuit Design
Sub-threshold circuit design is done by setting VDD ≤VT in the circuit. Under this condi-









In Equation 2.1, VT is the device threshold voltage. It depends on process dependent factors
like gate and insulator materials, thickness of insulator and channel doping density. It
also depends on operational factors like Vsb (body effect) and temperature (VT is inversely
proportional to device junction temperature). W and L are the device width and length.
Also, ID0 is a constant while vt = kTq . Here k is the Boltzmann’s constant, and vt = 26mV
at room temperature. n is the sub-threshold swing parameter (a constant). Finally, Vo f f is
a constant. Note that in the sub-threshold region a transistor is either off or less off. For the
sake of simplicity, we say that an NMOS transistor is on when its gate is at VDD and off
when its gate is at GND. Similarly we say a PMOS transistor is on when its gate is at GND
and off when its gate is at V DD.
The advantages of a sub-threshold circuit design approach that utilizes leakage cur-
rents for computation are:
• Power is signicantly lower. (Shown to be 100× to 500× lower for 100µm and 70µm
processes [5]).
• Circuits get faster at higher temperature [6].
• Device transconductance has an exponential dependence on Vgs as seen in Equa-
6tion 2.1. This results in a high ratio of ON to OFF current in a device stack. As a
consequence of this, circuit noise margins for distinguishing between ON and OFF
values are very good.
• Delay gets worse by 10-25×, but the PDP (Power-Delay Product) improves by 10-
20× [5].
The disadvantages of a sub-threshold circuit design approach are:
• Sub-threshold leakage currents are extremely small, resulting in large delays.
• The leakage currents are highly sensitive to process, voltage and temperature (PVT)
variations. It can be seen from Equation 2.1 that the sub-threshold leakage cur-
rents are exponentially dependent on the operating junction temperature of the device
through the threshold voltage, VT which is inversely dependent on temperature and
also on vt which is directly dependent on temperature. The exponential dependence
of the leakage current on Vgs and VT also contributes to the exponential sensitivity of
sub-threshold circuits to power supply and process variations.
• There are no stable design methodologies used today to design sub-threshold logic
circuits. A systematic EDA framework for the design of complex digital systems
using sub-threshold logic has not been demonstrated. The exponential dependence
of the sub-threshold circuit on PVT variations has made it difcult to devise such a
design methodology.
II-B. Previous Work in Sub-threshold Circuit Design
Several authors have proposed design techniques to implement sub-threshold circuits. In [7,
8, 9], the authors have introduced a sub-threshold logic design approach for ultra-low power
circuits. They state that their approach would be useful for any application where low power
7consumption is a primary goal and circuit performance or speed of operation is less impor-
tant. In one of the two proposed approaches, they have described circuitry to stabilize the
operation of their circuit across process and temperature variations. In these papers, the
idea of using sub-threshold circuits has been discussed from a device standpoint, and can-
didate compensation circuits have been proposed. Also, no systematic design methodology
has been provided to addresses the multiple issues of process, temperature and supply vari-
ations within an IC die.
In [10], the authors have reported a sub-threshold implementation of a multiplier. The
methodology utilizes a leakage monitor, and a circuit which compensates the sub-threshold
current across process and temperature variations.
In [11], a dynamic substrate biasing technique has been introduced, as a means to
make a design insensitive to process variations. The approach is described in a bulk CMOS
context. Further, the technique of [11] matches the circuit delay to that of the critical paths
(which needs to be found up-front). The dynamic biasing is not performed on a per-region
basis, making it susceptible to intra-die variations.
In [5], the authors have described a methodology to design sub-threshold circuits
using a network of Programmable Logic Arrays (PLAs). This approach introduces com-
pensation circuitry to counter the high inter and intra-die PVT variations of sub-threshold
circuits. The compensation circuit phase-locks the circuit delay of one representative PLA
in the design to an external clock. The compensation is done by dynamically modulating
the bias voltage of the bulk terminal, thereby controlling the circuit delay. Also, all the
PLAs have the same delay. So the task of nding the critical path delay is trivial.
8II-C. Choosing a Sub-threshold Circuit Design Methodology
The design methodology given in [5] provides a practical approach as it deals with directly
compensating the circuit delay using an external reference clock. Also, nding the critical
circuit delay is easy since each PLA has an identical delay. This gives the designer more
control over the performance of the circuit. Results from [5] indicate that a sub-threshold
design approach will yield a 100-500× reduction in power, compared to traditional designs,
with a 10-25× delay penalty. This analysis was performed using the Berkeley Predictive
Technology Model [12] for the 0.1µm and 0.07µm processes. Table II.1 shows the delay,
power and power-delay product (P-D-P) for a 21-stage ring oscillator, implemented using
both the traditional and sub-threshold design approaches. Note that Table II.1 also indicates
that the P-D-P of the sub-threshold design is 10-25× better than a traditional design.
Table II.1. Comparison of Traditional and Sub-threshold Circuits
Traditional Ckt Sub-threshold Ckt (Vb = 0V ) Sub-threshold Ckt(Vb = VDD)
Process Dly ( ps) Pwr (W) P-D-P (J) Delay ↑ Power ↓ P-D-P ↓ Delay ↑ Power ↓ P-D-P ↓
bsim70 14.157 4.08e-05 5.82e-07 17.01× 308.82× 18.50× 9.93 × 141.10× 14.43×
bsim100 17.118 6.39e-05 1.08e-06 24.60× 497.54× 20.08 × 12.00 × 100.96× 8.20×
One disadvantage of using sub-threshold circuits is that there is a huge variation in
the sub-threshold current (and hence the circuit delay) as a function of VT , temperature and
VDD. Sub-threshold currents exhibit an exponential dependence on the circuit’s junction
temperature, as indicated in Equation 2.1. In fact, the variation of circuit delay over a
junction temperature of 0◦C to 100◦ is as high as 6×. Sub-threshold circuits are also
affected exponentially by process and supply variations. This makes a sub-threshold design
approach highly unpredictable, making the design hard to center. To equalize the delay due
to these variations, [5] introduces compensation circuitry that dynamically modulates the
bias voltage of the bulk terminal and thereby controlling the circuit delay. This involves
phase-locking the circuit delay to an external clock called a beat clk. This phase locking is
9Fig. II.1. Delay Range with and without Our Dynamic Body Bias Technique
done for a group of spatially localized Programmable Logic Arrays (PLAs).
The sub-threshold design methodology in [5] uses a network of PLAs as the under-
lying circuit structure for implementing logic. The working of PLAs will be described in
Section III-C.1. PLAs are used here mainly because this circuit block can be designed such
that the delay of all outputs is constant, regardless of the input vector applied. Hence, the
task of nding the critical delay path (which needs to be solved in other bulk bias control ap-
proaches such as [11]) is avoided. If all the PLAs in the design have the same size the circuit
delay to be monitored can be the delay of any of the PLAs (used as a representative block).
Also, design methodologies using a network of medium sized PLAs was shown [13] to
be a viable way to perform digital design, resulting in improved delay for a design. In
a standard cell based ow, there is an intervening technology mapping step, which often
negates the benets of technology-independent logic optimization. A network of PLAs on
the other hand, allows us to carry forward the benets of technology-independent multi-
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level logic synthesis. Finally, a design implemented using such a network of PLAs can be
easily mapped into a structured ASIC setting [14].
A circuit to be implemented using this methodology is realized as a multi-level net-
work of interconnected, dynamic NOR-NOR PLAs. Spatially localized PLAs are clustered,
and each cluster of PLAs shares a common Nbulk node. This Nbulk node is driven by a
bulk bias adjustment circuit (one per PLA cluster), whose task it is to synchronize the delay
of a representative PLA in the cluster, to a globally distributed beat clock (BCLK). The beat
clock is an external signal, derived from the system clock. If the user would like a high
speed of operation, they increase the duty cycle of beat clk, and all PLAs in the design
speed up to synchronize to beat clk. Conversely, the user can reduce the duty cycle of beat
clk (when the computational needs are relaxed), and the PLAs slow down and synchronize
to beat clk again. Importantly, these adjustments are done dynamically, in a closed-loop
manner during circuit operation. In this way, a synchronous design methodology, that is
insensitive to inter and intra-die process, temperature and voltage variations,can be imple-
mented using sub-threshold PLAs.
Figure II.1 illustrates the performance of this process, voltage and temperature (PVT)
compensation circuit. This gure shows the range of delays of a sub-threshold circuit ring
oscillator when process, voltage and temperature are varied. The range of variation of VT
was (±5%) , VDD was (±10%), le f f was (±5%) where the variation values represent 3σ
variation around the mean [15]. Without compensation, the range of delays of the sub-
threshold circuit (under PVT variations) is shown in the light color. Delay variation results
for the compensated design are shown in the dark color. The tolerance to delay variation
is improved by between 1 and 2 orders of magnitude. Note that without a compensating
circuit, the delay variation of the design is as high as 1-2 orders of magnitude, effectively
making a sub-threshold design approach infeasible. However with the use of the dynamic
compensating circuit, the delay variation of the design is extremely low, enabling a viable
11
circuit design approach.
Some observations that are made about this design style in [16] are
• The PLAs in this approach operate just fast enough to stay synchronized with the
beat clk, thereby minimizing circuit power for a given speed of operation.
• Adaptive bulk voltage control for PMOS devices is not performed, since there are
very few PMOS devices per PLA, and they are mostly utilized for pre-charging the
PLA and does not affect the critical evaluation stage of the PLA. It is crucial to
perform bulk voltage control for NMOS devices since they are used to perform the
computation during the evaluate phase of the clock.
• The distribution of the power supply and ground signals should be performed using
a low-resistance supply distribution methodology such as a layout fabric [17, 13].
The power distribution network in these papers had signicantly lower iR drops
than existing power distribution approaches (up-to 20× lower than traditional ap-
proaches [17]). The distribution of a sub-threshold V DD signal could be challeng-
ing, but this challenge can be averted by using a high quality power distribution grid.
Also, the switching currents in the sub-threshold design methodology are up to a cou-
ple of orders of magnitude smaller than in traditional designs, alleviating the power
supply distribution problem signicantly.
This thesis will involve the design and implementation of a test application using the
sub-threshold design methodology introduced by [5]. This will effectively demonstrate that
circuit design in the sub-threshold realm could be a mainstream solution for a large class
of applications. Compensation circuitry to combat PVT variations will be used to limit
the delay variation of the circuit thus making the design robust. The design of the chip is
targeted for the TSMC [18] 0.25µm process, which is a triple well CMOS process. The
12
triple well process is needed since the bulk node of the variation compensated transistors




DESIGN OF THE CHIP
III-A. Chapter Overview
The main objective of this thesis is to demonstrate the viability of a sub-threshold design
methodology. This chapter presents the design of a test application using the circuit de-
sign methodology described in [5]. This chapter discusses the criteria used to choose a test
application. It also denes the design constraints that are to be taken into account while de-
signing a sub-threshold circuit. The architecture of the system to be implemented is shown
and the various sub-blocks in the system are explained in a detailed fashion. This chapter
also outlines some special considerations and redundant features and failure safe features
that are built into the chip. The design of the chip will be targeted for the TSMC [18]
0.25µm process, which is a triple well CMOS process.
III-B. Test Vehicle
As mentioned before there is a large and growing application space that requires a very
low power consumption without the need for high speed. One application that does not
need high speeds is a wireless radio transmitter, where the signal to be transmitted occu-
pies a small bandwidth (such as voice). An ultra-low power implementation of a radio
transmitter will have broad implications for the class of applications that demand very low
power consumption. For example this wireless transmitter can be used in sensor networks.
The radio transmitter will be realized with digital circuits as far as possible, since digital
circuits are preferable to analog circuits when operating in the sub-threshold region. The
digital circuits will be implemented using a Network of PLA (NPLA) based approach. The













Fig. III.1. BFSK Transmitter Architecture
sation circuitry discussed in Section III-C.4. A simple digital modulation scheme has to be
used for the radio transmitter. Binary Frequency Shift Keying (BFSK) and Binary Phase
Shift Keying (BPSK) are two well known digital modulation schemes. BPSK is 3dB more
power efcient than BFSK. However BFSK has the advantage of being easy to implement.
Hence BFSK will be used as the modulation scheme for our radio transmitter.
III-B.1. BFSK Radio Transmitter Architecture
A typical BFSK transmitter generates a frequency tone at the output and shifts the fre-
quency of the output tone to pre-determined values depending on the value of the input
which can be a logical HIGH or LOW. A generic digital BFSK transmitter block diagram
is shown in Figure III.1. The input to the transmitter is assumed to be digitized and sup-
plied to the transmitter at a rate of RB bits/s. The frequencies of the two tones that will be
produced by the BFSK transmitter are given by f1 and f2. φ1 and φ2 are phase offsets that
the two tones could have. Depending on the value of the binary input, one of the tones are
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multiplexed to the output. A BFSK transmitter can be coherent or non-coherent. In a coher-
ent BFSK modulation scheme, φ1 = φ2 and in a non-coherent BFSK modulation scheme,
φ1 6= φ2. In practice coherent BFSK modulation is extremely hard to demodulate since
there is a synchronization required between the transmitter and the receiver. Hence we will
use a non-coherent modulation scheme. For non-coherent modulation, if the BFSK modu-
lation has the condition that f1− f2 is an integer multiple of the input bit rate, RB then the
modulation is called orthogonal FSK (since the two signals used for modulating the binary
data are orthogonal if this condition is met). If this condition is not met the FSK scheme
is called non-orthogonal. The difference between the two schemes is that, non-orthogonal
FSK requires more transmit power than orthogonal FSK for the same error performance at
the receiver side. The receiver for an both schemes can be constructed using a couple of
bandpass lters with their pass band frequencies centered around f1 and f2 respectively.
While designing a BFSK transmitter, the two oscillators in Figure III.1 can be realized
using digital circuits as a Numerically Controlled Oscillator (NCO) which will be described
in Section III-C.5.a. In order to do wireless transmission of a signal, we need a Digital to
Analog Converter (DAC) and an antenna. The entire system level architecture is explained
in Section III-C.
III-C. System Architecture
The BFSK transmitter architecture consists of a digital BFSK modulation circuit, a DAC,
an amplier and an antenna for wireless transmission. This is shown in Figure III.2. The
BFSK modulator is implemented as a digital circuit, using a network of Programmable
Logic Arrays (PLAs). We will give a brief introduction to PLAs and how they are used in
a network to do computations. We will also discuss in detail about each of the digital and
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Fig. III.2. System Architecture
III-C.1. PLA Basics
This section describes the structure and operation of PLAs which are the basic circuit mod-
ules used in this design. Note that the PLAs in this design operate in their sub-threshold
region of conduction. Consider a PLA consisting of n input variables x1,x2, · · · ,xn, and
m output variables y1,y2, · · · ,ym. Let k be the number of rows in the PLA. A literal li is
dened as an input variable or its complement.
Suppose we want to implement a function f represented as a sum of cubes f = c1 +
c2 + · · ·+ ck, where each cube ci = l1i · l2i · · · l
ri
i . We consider PLAs which are of the NOR-













(l1i + l2i + · · ·+ l
ri
i ) (3.1)
The PLA output f is a logical NOR of a series of expressions, each corresponding to
the NOR of the complement of the literals present in the cubes of f . In the PLA, each such
expression is implemented using word lines, in what is called the AND plane. These word
lines run horizontally through the core of the PLA. Literals of the PLA are implemented
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using vertical-running bit-lines. For each input variable, there are two bit-lines, one for
each of its literals. The outputs of the PLA are implemented by output lines, which also
run vertically. This portion of the PLA is called the OR plane.
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Fig. III.3. Schematic View of PLA
All the PLAs in our design are of the precharged NOR NOR type, and have a xed
number of inputs (8), outputs (6) and cubes (12). This was found to be a good size for
the design based on logic synthesis results explained in Section IV-B while using medium
sized PLAs (5-15 inputs, 3-8 outputs and 10-20 rows). Also, a technique called folding is
used, to enhance a PLA to hold more logic without increasing the area used. This is done
by running two unconnected bit-lines corresponding to two different inputs on the same
track. One of the bit-lines start from the top of the PLA and the other one starts from the
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bottom and stops clear of the rst bit-line. In this way, more cubes can be tted into the
PLA in compact way.
III-C.2. PLA Operation
The PLAs enter their precharge state when the CLK signal is low. During this time, the
horizontal wordlines get precharged. A special wordline (the dummy wordline), which
is the maximally loaded wordline also gets precharged. The signal on the dummy word-
line is inverted to generate the delayed clock signal D CLK. When the dummy wordline
precharges (after all the other wordlines of the PLA have precharged), the delayed clock
D CLK switches low, cutting off the OR plane from GND. This delayed clock signal is
also connected to PMOS pullups at each output line which serve to precharge (pullup) the
output lines during the precharge phase. A special output line (which is inverted to produce
the signal completion shown in Figure III.3) also gets precharged. The dummy wordline is
designed to be the last wordline to switch (by making it maximally loaded among all word-
lines). Similarly, the completion signal is also the last output signal to switch, since it is
maximally loaded as well, in comparison to other outputs. The completion signal switching
low, signals the completion of the precharge operation of the PLA. In the precharged state,
all the wordlines and the output lines of the PLA are precharged. Now, when the CLK sig-
nal switches high, the PLA enters the evaluation phase. In evaluation, if any of the vertical
bitlines are high, the wordline that it is connected to, gets pulled low. One of the inputs and
its complement is connected to the dummy wordline, so that the dummy wordline switches
low during every evaluate phase and effectively acts as a timing reference for the PLA. By
design, the dummy wordline is the last wordline to switch low. When the dummy wordline
switches low, it makes the signal D CLK switch high, as a result of which the GND gating
transistor in the OR plane now turns on. The output lines to which wordlines that have
switched low are connected, will switch low. The completion line, which is connected to
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the complement of the dummy wordline is the last signal to switch high. This signals the
completion of the evaluation operation. The completion signal of the PLA switches in each
cycle. This signal is used to phase lock the PLA delay with the beat clock (BCLK) signal.
Initial simulations using HSPICE [19], showed that precharge and evaluate time for the 8
input, 6 output, 12 cube NOR NOR PLA were, Tpchg = 45ns and Teval = 35ns.
III-C.3. Network of PLA Operation
A network of PLAs, NPLA is nothing but a multilevel network of PLAs. Each of the digital
components that make up the digital BFSK modulator in Figure III.2, i.e. the Dynamic
Compensation circuit, NCO and the Binary to Thermometer Code Converter are made of
NPLAs. Each of these blocks are implemented as combinational circuits and the outputs of
each of these blocks are registered using negative edge triggered ip-ops clocked by Clk.
The ip-ops are negative edge triggered as the outputs of the ip-ops need to be stable
when the Clk signal is HIGH when the PLAs are evaluating. The timing diagram of NPLAs
in a single combinational circuit is shown in Figure III.4. Notice from this gure that all
the PLAs in a network precharge at the same time and start evaluating one after another
in a cascading fashion. Hence an evaluation period has to be provided, that is sufcient
for all the PLAs to evaluate. Each PLA in the network is clocked by the previous PLAs
CLKOUT signal except for the rst PLA in the chain which is clocked by the CLK signal.
The CLKOUT signal of each PLA is the logical AND of its completion signal and the CLK
signal. The maximum throughput that can be achieved depends on the delay of the slowest
combinational block. When implemented as a network of PLAs, the throughput of the
circuit can be approximately written as:




Here N is the number of levels of PLAs needed in the multilevel network of PLAs. We
will see in Section IV-B that the maximum number of levels needed for the slowest com-
binational block for this design is 19. This gives us an estimate of the throughput as ap-






























Fig. III.4. Timing Diagram of a NPLAs
III-C.4. Dynamic Compensation Circuit
As discussed in Section II-C, the dynamic delay compensation circuit is used to to phase
lock the circuit delay to a beat clock. This phase locking is done for a group of spatially
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localized Programmable Logic Arrays (PLAs). The circuit in the design consists of a multi-
level network of interconnected dynamic NOR-NOR PLAs. The total number of PLAs
that are needed for this design is 33 as seen from Section IV-B. These PLAs are placed
such that they are part of a single cluster of PLAs sharing a common Nbulk node. This
Nbulk node is driven by a bulk bias adjustment circuit, whose task it is to synchronize the
delay of a representative PLA in the cluster, to a globally distributed beat clock (BCLK).
The beat clock is an external signal, derived from the system clock. For a high speed of
operation, the duty cycle of BCLK needs to be increased, and all PLAs in the design speed
up to synchronize to BCLK. Conversely, reducing the duty cycle of BCLK slows down
the PLAs to synchronize to BCLK again. In this way, we can implement a synchronous
design methodology using sub-threshold PLAs, in a manner that is insensitive to inter and
intra-die processing, temperature and voltage variations.
The self-adjusting body bias scheme controls the substrate voltage of the PLAs in a
closed-loop fashion, by ensuring that the delay of a representative PLA in the cluster is
phase locked to the BCLK signal. The phase detector and charge pump circuits used for the











Fig. III.5. Phase Detector and Charge Pump Circuit
The NAND gate in this gure detects the case when the completion signal is too slow,
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and generates low-going pulses in such a condition. These pulses are used to turn on the
PMOS device of Figure III.5, and increase the Nbulk bias voltage, resulting in a speed-up


















Fig. III.6. Phase Detector Waveforms when PLA Delay Lags BCLK
Note that in general, BCLK may be derived from CLK, having coincident falling edges
with CLK but a rising edge which is delayed by a quantity D from the rising edge of CLK
as shown in Figure III.6. This quantity D is the delay which we want for the evaluation of
the reference PLA whose completion signal is fed to the Phase Detector Circuit shown in
Figure III.5.
If the completion has not occurred by the time BCLK rises, a downward pulse is gen-
erated on the pullup signal, which forces charge into the Nbulk node, resulting in faster
generation of completion. Note that at this time, pulldown, the signal which is used to
bleed off charge from Nbulk, is low.
The NOR gate in Figure III.5 generates high-going pulses to turn on the NMOS tran-
sistor when the PLA delay leads BCLK. These pulses drive the NMOS device in Fig-
ure III.5, bleeding charge out of Nbulk and thereby slowing the PLA down. The waveforms


















Fig. III.7. Phase Detector Waveforms when PLA Delay Leads BCLK
The BCLK is used to speed up the operation of the PLAs during the evaluation phase.
The evaluation delays of PLAs in our design happen one after the other as shown in Fig-
ure III.4. We need to choose a reference PLA out of the chain of PLAs in the network.
The completion signal of this reference PLA will be used as the reference circuit delay for
the delay compensation circuit. Usually there are many levels of PLAs in the synthesized
network of PLAs. In this scenario, it would be ideal to choose a PLA which completes its
evaluation at approximately half the time it takes the entire network of PLAs to complete
its evaluation period. This is because the completion signal of the reference PLA would
transition to a LOW value during the middle of the evaluation time span of the CLK signal.
This gives the BCLK signal sufcient room on both sides of the completion signal to be
able to generate equally long pullup or pulldown signals. In our case, we use a PLA at
logical depth 10 out of a maximum of 19 as the reference PLA..
III-C.5. The Digital BFSK Modulator
The function of the digital BFSK modulator as seen in Section III-B.1 is to produce either
of two frequency tones depending on the logical value of a binary input signal. The digital
BFSK Modulator seen in Figure III.1 has two oscillators, but we have reduced this com-
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plexity of having two oscillators by using an Numerically Controlled Oscillator (NCO).
The modulator is implemented using three combinational circuits namely, the phase ac-
cumulator, the NCO and the binary to thermometer code converter. These combinational
circuits have negative edge triggered registers between them, which are clocked by the CLK
signal. The combinational circuits in the next couple of sections.
III-C.5.a. Phase Accumulator and NCO
The NCO is a digital implementation of a sinusoidal oscillator. The advantage of an NCO is
that the frequency of the sinusoidal wave produced by the NCO and its phase can be altered
in real time by programming the NCO. The basic operation of the NCO is described next.
The NCO is implemented as a lookup table (LUT) that stores quantized and rounded values
of the sinusoidal wave. The index of the LUT represents the angle for which the sinusoidal
value needs to be found. If 2n is the depth of the LUT where n is the number of bits needed
to address the lookup table, then each address of the lookup table stores 2n equally spaced
samples of the sinusoidal wave for an angle of 0◦ to 360◦. The LUT is then addressed
by a self incrementing counter known as the phase accumulator. Thus when the phase
accumulator and the NCO are clocked using a clock signal with a frequency of fclk, the
phase accumulator causes evenly spaced values of the sinusoidal wave to be read out from
the NCO depending on the value by which it increments. The output frequency generated
by the NCO is given by the equation:
fout = fclk∆θ2n (3.3)
where fout is the frequency of the output digital sinusoidal wave generated by the NCO, fclk
is the clock signal driving the phase accumulator and the LUT and ∆θ is the value by which
the phase accumulator increments on every clock cycle. In order to change the frequency
produced at the output of the NCO we need to control the phase accumulator increment,
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namely ∆θ based on the value of the binary input signal which needs to be modulated. The
depth of the LUT from Equation 3.3 is one of the factors that controls the granularity or
resolution with which we can choose output frequencies. The width of each word stored in
the LUT also plays a role in nding a sine value with sufcient accuracy. The quality of the
output frequency is measured by the spectral purity of the output signal. This is measured
by a parameter called the Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR). A good rule of thumb
to attain a good SFDR at the output of the NCO is that, the SFDR in dB is six times the
width of the phase accumulator in bits. For example if we had a phase accumulator that is
9 bits wide, the SFDR would be 54 dB. This is provided the width of the word stored in the
LUT is wide enough. However the word length of the LUT does not improve the SFDR
when it becomes wider. An advantage of using an NCO to generate the two FSK tones is
that, continuous phase is guaranteed at the output of the digital modulator. When the binary
input changes from a logical 0 to a logical 1, the frequency of the NCO changes output
changes smoothly without giving a kink at the output of the modulator.
One of the optimizations that can be made to the NCO is that, the LUT need not store
sinusoidal values for all input angles. In fact the size of the LUT can be reduced by a factor
of four due to the inherent quarter wave symmetry of the sinusoidal wave. Depending on
the quadrant of the input angle, the sine wave can be generated from just a quarter of the
samples for a full cycle. A register is required at the output of the phase accumulator since
the previous value of the phase accumulator needs to be stored to allow it to increment
itself. We choose the NCO to have a phase accumulator that is 9bits wide and have an
output that has a precision of 8bits. This gives us an SFDR of 54dB which is a reasonable
amount of rejection for our application. An estimate of the fclk signal made in Section III-
C.3, gives us the value 1.4MHz. In order to transmit wireless data using orthogonal FSK
we have the condition that the f1 − f2 is an integer multiple of the data rate, RB which is
32kbps. By Nyquist’s theorem the maximum frequency that can be represented without
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losing information using a clock rate of 1.4MHz is half its value. By this argument, the
values taken by f1 and f2 will be less than 700kHz. But we also need to have a high
enough value of f1 and f2 so that it will be easy to demodulate at the receiver side. Hence
we choose the phase accumulator increment ∆θ1 as 59. This gives us a tone that is less than
fclk by close to a factor of 3. This gives the frequency of the rst tone from Equation 3.3
as,
f1 = fclk×59512 (3.4)
We choose the second tone to have a frequency three times less than that of f1. This is done
by choosing the phase accumulator increment, ∆θ2 as 117. Also if we choose, fclk to be
an integral multiple of RB, then the condition for orthogonal FSK will be satised. We can
choose fclk to be 40 times RB so that it is less than the estimated value of 1.4MHz. In this
case f1 = 151.04kHz and f2 = 453.12kHz. Note that the values of f1 and f2 can be left
completely programmable, achieving a Software Dened Radio(SDR) transmitter. But we
need an additional 8 inputs for this, hence this was not done for the sub-threshold IC.
III-C.5.b. Binary to Thermometer Code Converter
This circuit block converts a binary encoded digital signal to a thermometer code. The
thermometer code is essentially a one hot code which has as many LSB ’1’s in the code as
the unsigned number represented by the binary encoded signal. The use of the Thermome-
ter Code is to pre-process the digital signal before passing along an input to the Digital
to Analog Converter (DAC). The higher order bits of the digital signal are converted to
thermometer codes while the lower order bits are left binary encoded. Assuming that the
binary encoded signal does not change by large values, this will ensure that thermometer
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Fig. III.8. Digital to Analog Converter
nary code is used as input to the DAC, even small increments in value have the potential to
change many bits in the code. This causes ripples in the output of the DAC and is undesir-
able. In our design, we convert 4 MSBs to thermometer encoded bits and leave the 4 LSBs
as binary encoded bits.
III-C.6. Digital to Analog Converter (DAC)
The circuit diagram of the DAC is shown in Figure III.8. The DAC has a reference current
mirror, M1 biased by resistor Rcm. It also has as many current mirrors reecting the refer-
ence as the number of input bits. The input to the DAC is a 19bit digital signal. The top 15
MSBs are thermometer encoded and the 4 LSBs are binary encoded. Hence the DAC will
have 19 current mirror legs. Figure III.8 shows two of the current mirror legs of the DAC.
The inputs Ti and Tib are the ith thermometer encoded bit and its complement. The inputs









Fig. III.9. Common Source Amplier
the current mirrors ON depending on the value of the input bits and measuring the voltage
across the Rout resistor due to this current. The input bits control the NMOS transistors,
M3,M4,M6 and M7. For any of these legs, if the input bit is LOW, then the NMOS on the
left i.e. M3 or M6 turns ON and prevents the current mirror leg from conducting current. If
the input bit is HIGH, then the NMOS on the right turns ON and allows the leg to mirror the
current in the reference transistor M1. The difference between the current mirrors for the
thermometer code and the binary code is in the size difference between M2 and M5. The
W/L of M5 used in the current mirrors for the binary encoded bits are 1.3,2.6,5.2,10.4 from
LSB to MSB. The W/L ratio doubles for every next MSB. The transistors corresponding
to M2 have a W/L of 20.8 for all the current mirror legs for the 15 thermometer encoded
bits. This allows the DAC to modulate the voltage at OUT based on the weighted current
owing through Rout and through different current mirror legs.
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III-C.7. Common Source Amplier
A common source amplier is needed at the output of the DAC to amplify the signal and
drive the antenna. The common source conguration is shown in Figure III.9. The com-
mon source amplier is an inverting amplier. In this conguration, note that there are no
bias resistors biasing the gate of the transistor M1. The gate of M1 is connected to the
output of the DAC. The gate is thus biased by the DC component of the sinusoidal voltage
from the output of the DAC. The amplier is powered by a very low V DD. Under this
condition, other ampliers such as the source follower or common drain amplier do not
function correctly. The transient response of the common source amplier will be shown
in Section IV-C.
III-C.8. Antenna
An onchip antenna is used to transmit the signal from the amplier. However due to the
low frequency of operation, the length of the antenna coil needs to be comparable to half
the wavelength of the transmitted signal which is around 300 meters. We have used an
antenna coil of a length of only 0.2 meters due to area constraints on the chip. However, an
external antenna will be used to transmit the signal if needed.
III-D. Design Specications
III-D.1. Link Budget Analysis
The link budget analysis [21] is used in any wireless communication system to calculate the
transmit power required at the transmitter side based on certain criteria and assumptions.
In this section the link budget analysis is done for a digital non-coherent BFSK transmitter.
The design constraints assumed are, the transmit distance is 1000 meters. The data rate, RB
of the voice signal to be modulated is 32kbps. The link budget analysis is done as follows.
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• Modulation Technique: The modulation technique used is FSK. With FSK, two
separate frequencies are chosen, one frequency representing a logical zero, the
other representing a logical one. For non-coherent FSK the channel bandwidth
is typically twice the data rate. In our case we have chosen f1 as 151kHz and f2
as 453kHz as given in Section III-C.5.a. The channel bandwidth is 302kHz. RB.
This will also aid in easily designing a reliable and robust receiver system as the two
transmitted frequencies are wider apart.
• Noise Floor: The noise power in watts is given by
N = kT B (3.5)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant in J/K, T is the system temperature usually assumed




A typical low cost receiver would add about 15dB to the noise oor, Hence the re-
ceiver noise oor is -104.18 dBm
• Receiver Sensitivity: The required signal strength needs to be determined at the
receiver input. For non-coherent digital BFSK modulation using orthogonal signals.






By plotting Equation 3.6 we can nd the bit energy to noise ratio, Eb/N0 required at
the receiver for a particular Bit Error Rate (BER). An Eb/N0 of 100 gives us a BER
of 10−19. We can calculate the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) required at the input of






Here RB is the data rate and B is the channel bandwidth. The SNR required at the
receiver input is 12.21 dB. The required signal strength at the receiver or the receiver
sensitivity is given by adding the receiver noise oor and the SNR. The power re-
quired at the receiver for correct demodulation, Prx is the receiver noise oor plus the
SNR which is -91.97dB.




where D is the transmit distance, λ is the free space wavelength at the carrier fre-
quency which can be taken as ( f1 + f2)/2. If the carrier frequency is taken as 453kHz,
we get the path loss, L as 21.98 dB. The higher the carrier frequency used, the more
the path loss.
• Antenna Gain: The transmitter antenna gain, Gtx and the receiver antenna gain,
Rtx can both be taken as 0dB. This is a reasonable assumption for a simple dipole
antenna.
• Fade Margin: Signal fading occurs when waves emitted by the transmitter travel
along a different path and interfere destructively with waves traveling on line of sight
path. A good rule of thumb for the fade margin is 20dB.
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• Link Calculation: The transmit power required, Ptx is given by the expression:
Ptx = Prx−Gtx−Grx +L+FadeMargin
= −91.97dBm−0dB−0dB+21.98dB+20dB
= −49.99dBm
If we have a safety margin of 49.99dB then we have to design the chip with a transmit
power of 0dBm or 1mW . If the output signal has a peak voltage of VP, and if we assume a
50Ω resistance on the output node, then the peak voltage required to get a transmit power
of 1mW is given by
V 2P = 1mW ×50Ω (3.9)
VP = .22V (3.10)
Equation 3.10 needs to be taken into account for the DAC and the amplier which are
going to provide the output signal to the antenna.
III-E. Chapter Summary
In this chapter we covered the entire design considerations of the wireless BFSK transmitter
chip. We presented the architecture of the chip and analyzed each of the modules separately.
We also did a link budget analysis to determine the amount of transmit power needed to
transmit a signal over a distance of 1000 meters.
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CHAPTER IV
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CHIP
This chapter discusses the implementation aspects of the sub-threshold chip.
IV-A. Design Flow
The steps of the design ow to be used are shown in Figure IV.1, and briey described in
the remainder of this section.
• First the design specication (obtained by user requirements such as frequency of
data being transmitted, available bandwidth, distance of transmission etc) was deter-
mined.
• Next, the HDL code to implement the specication was developed. VHDL was used
for this step.
• This code was synthesized next, resulting in an RTL description of the design
• The synthesized code was veried against the HDL, by running functional test vec-
tors.
• Next the design was mapped to a network of PLA based design ow. We used the
synthesis code from [23] for this purpose. The size of each of the PLAs to be used
in the design was determined at this point based on the number of PLAs required for
the design (area) and the speed of operation of the PLAs (latency and throughput).
At the end of this step, a SPICE level netlist description of the design is obtained.
• A functional and timing verication is done on the SPICE level schematic. This





















Fig. IV.1. Design Flow
the circuit to some extent. The design of the circuit can be changed based on the
results of this step.
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• Using the net-list of PLAs which results from the previous step, the layout of each
PLA was drawn using the TSMC 0.25µm process. Additionally, the layout of IO
pads, ESD cells, and analog components was also drawn.
• Layout Versus Schematic (LVS) verication was performed next to ensure that there
were no layout errors.
• Finally, the design parasitics were extracted, and the entire design was simulated in
SPICE as a nal sign-off.
IV-B. HDL to Netlist Flow
The HDL description of the digital portion of the circuit was written using VHDL The
external inputs and outputs of the digital BFSK modulator are described in Table IV.3. The
output of the binary to thermometer code converter block is a 19bit wide digital signal.
These 19 signals are fed into the input of the DAC and cannot be viewed externally.
The HDL description was then synthesized using a synthesis tool for an FPGA. The
synthesis tool used was Xilinx ISE Foundation [24]. The synthesis tool output is a gate
level description of the implemented circuit. This description is then converted into a logic
format format for further synthesis optimization using the multi-level logic synthesis tool
SIS [25]. Using SIS, the blif le representation of the digital modulator circuit is then
mapped into a network of PLAs. The algorithm used for this mapping is given in [23].
The algorithm involves the following steps. First, a technology independent optimization
is done on the given multi-level circuit. Next this circuit is decomposed into a network
of nodes with each node having at most 5 nodes. Then these nodes are then levelized,
meaning that each node is assigned a level that is one larger than the largest level of all its
fanin nodes. The next step in the algorithm is to group nodes together and t them in a
PLA of the given maximum size. We use folded PLAs to t more logic in a PLA compared
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to a non-folded PLA. Folded PLAs are explained in [23], and in our case, we fold only
inputs. The logic representation of the multi-level network of PLAs that is obtained in this
step, is then used to create a SPICE netlist description of the digital modulator circuit. The
SPICE netlist is used as a golden schematic netlist, for LVS verication purposes as well.
All the PLAs used to build the circuit have the same size so that they have approximately
the same delay. Also this makes the layout of the PLAs easier as the footprint of the metal
wires is same for all PLAs and only the transistors in the PLAs are modied based on the
logic implemented. In order to nd the size of the PLA to be used, we did the following
experiment.
We used a set of circuits from the mcnc91 benchmark circuits, where each circuit was
decomposed into a multilevel network of PLAs using the PLA decomposition algorithm,
for several PLA sizes. Depending on the number of PLAs and the number of levels in the
multilevel circuit and the delays of the PLAs we found that, PLAs with sizes of 8-12 inputs,
4-6 outputs and 12-18 rows have a low delay as well as a small area of implementation.
The size of the PLA we will use for this circuit is 8 input, 6 outputs, 12 cubes. From
SPICE simulations the evaluation and precharge periods of a PLA of this size for the TSMC
0.25µm process were found as Teval = 35ns and Tpchg = 45ns.
Each of the three logic blocks that constitute the BFSK modulator shown in Fig-
ure III.2 are implemented using combinational logic. The combinational logic is imple-
mented using a multi-level network of PLAs. The NCO block has the largest delay as it
requires much more logic than the other two blocks. It also has the more number of levels
of PLAs than the other two blocks. Table IV.1 shows the maximum throughput that we can
attain using this particular PLA size.
The output of this step is a logical description of the network of PLAs used to im-
plement the digital BFSK modulator. From this logical description a SPICE schematic is
created. The next step in the implementation process is to interface the digital circuitry
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with the dynamic delay compensation circuit described in Section III-C.4.
Table IV.1. PLA Conguration
PLA (In,Out,Cube) Tpchg Teval Total no. of PLAs No. of PLA levels for NCO block Delay Throughput
(8,6,12) 45ns 35ns 4+24+3 19 710ns 1.4MHz
IV-B.1. SPICE Verication of Dynamic Compensation
The dynamic delay compensation circuit is interfaced with the digital BFSK modulator
circuit. An initial simulation is shown in Figure IV.2. In this case we have congured the
beat clock signal to speed up the PLAs. The signal nandout in this gure represents the
pullup signal shown in Figure III.6. This instructs the phase detector and charge pump
circuit shown in Figure III.5 to pullup the bulk node. Whenever there is a low going pulse
on the nandout signal, we see that the bulk node called bulkn in Figure IV.2 is pulled up.
However the bulkn node which represents the body terminal of of the NMOS transistors
in the design is very noisy with a ripple close to 100mV on every clock cycle. Notice that
this ripple is not caused during the downward going pulse of the nandout signal and is
not due to the charge pump circuit.
From Figure IV.2, it can be seen that during the precharge period when the clk signal
is low, the bulk node gets pulled up and during the evaluation period when the clk signal
is high, the bulk node gets pulled down. The reason behind this effect can be explained
using Figure III.3. Notice from this gure that each PLA has a large parasitic drain bulk
capacitance due to transistors in the PLA connected to the dummy wordline. During every
precharge phase, the dummy wordline is pulled up to V DD and during every evaluation
period, the dummy wordline is pulled down to GND. This transition couples into the Nbulk
node, making it noisy. In order to x this problem, we have added a capacitor to the bulk
node of the NMOS transistors to lter out the noise. The charge pump devices are made
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Fig. IV.2. Dynamic Bulk Node Modulation
wider so that they can overcome the effect of this capacitor. The capacitor is realized using
a MOSFET transistor’s gate terminal, with the drain, source and body terminals connected
to GND. This is a non-linear capacitor varying from 100pF to 180pF for a bulk node
voltage swing of 0V to 0.5V. The lower part of Figure IV.2 shows the modulation on the
bulk node after adding the MOSFET capacitor. Now the ripple on the bulk node is only
25mV. We also ran SPICE simulations in which the objective was to slow down the PLAs
by conguring the beat clock (BCLK) signal as shown in Figure III.7. These simulations
were run across all corners provided by TSMC for their process.
IV-C. DAC and Amplier Design
The DAC and Amplier driving the antenna are using the circuit diagrams shown in Sec-
tion III-C.6 and Section III-C.7 respectively. The following steps are followed to design
the DAC and the amplier.
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• The resistors Rcm and Rout of the DAC are designed to be surface mounted resistors
outside the chip. This will allow us to tune these resistors in real time to enhance the
output signal. Two external pins in the pin-out of the chip is reserved for these two
resistors.
• The resistors Rs and Rd of the Amplier are also designed as surface mounted off
chip resistors. Hence the Amplier is also connected to two external pins.
• The output of the amplier is connected to an on-chip coil antenna. The capaci-
tance of the antenna was estimated by nding the capacitance of a small segment of
the antenna structure using Space3d [26] and extrapolating that value for the entire
antenna. The total capacitance of the antenna was estimated at around 80pF.
• The output voltages of the DAC and the Amplier need to have a peak voltage value
in accordance with the value calculated in Equation 3.10.
• Sample waveforms at the output of the DAC and the Amplier are shown in Fig-
ure IV.3 and Figure IV.4 respectively. The output of the amplier was loaded by an
80pF capacitor. The output of the DAC and Amplier are shown alternating between
the two frequency tones.
IV-D. Special Considerations
IV-D.1. Testability and Redundancy
Various testability features were built into the design. The use of these features is to test
each component of the chip individually to verify functionality. They also serve as a backup
against failure of one of the components. The following are the testability features that are
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Fig. IV.3. DAC Output
• A standalone PLA is included in the design along with the other PLA components
which make up the digital modulator circuit. The PLA is designed in such a way
that the two outputs of the PLA toggle continuously when the clock waveform is
applied. The result of this test veries the functionality of the PLAs which are the
basic building blocks in the design.
• The 8bit output of the NCO block is directly sent to 8 I/O pads on the chip. These
pads are bi-directional. This means that these pads on the chip can either be used to
get the digital 8bit sine wave value from the output of the NCO, or can be used as
an 8bit input to the binary to thermometer code converter. This feature is important
since it takes into account the scenario in which only one of the digital modulator
or the DAC is functionally correct. In this scenario, these bi-directional pins may be
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Fig. IV.4. Amplier Output
• The output of the DAC can be measured using an oscilloscope, at the pin which
connects the external DAC drive resistor Rout to the chip. This allows the DAC to be
tuned and tested individually based on its output waveform. This gives us the option
of directly using the DAC with an external amplier and antenna.
• The output of the common source amplier also can be scoped externally using the
pin connected to the RD resistor. This signal may also modulate an off-chip antenna,
instead of the on-chip antenna.
• The output of the amplier is connected to the antenna through a pass gate that is
controlled by a signal called Anton. This signal is used to disconnect the on-chip coil
antenna by turning off the pass gate if needed.
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IV-D.2. Voltage Domains
One of the objectives of this thesis is to compare the operation of a sub-threshold circuit
with a standard cell based implementation. The two circuit realizations operate at different
V DD values. In order to isolate these two implementations, we need one extra voltage
domain for the standard cell implementation. This will be a 2.5V domain which is the
nominal operating voltage for the TSMC 0.25µm process. For the targeted process, we
have specied the sub-threshold design to work at a VDD of 0.6V. The inputs to the sub-
threshold digital modulator circuit cannot be on the same voltage domain. This is because
designing I/O drivers at such a low voltage are not reliable. Hence we will use another
voltage domain (higher than 0.6V) so that the inputs to the sub-threshold circuit operate at
this higher voltage. We have chosen the V DD of this domain to be 1V. One of the built
in testability features of this chip is that the outputs of the sub-threshold digital modulator
circuit, if needed, can be sent directly off-chip to an external DAC and antenna. We however
found that there was no off-the-shelf DAC that had an input voltage rating of less than 2V.
Hence the outputs of the sub-threshold circuit needed to be driven to a voltage value of at
least 2V. Hence another voltage domain with a V DD of 2V was used.
We thus have four separate VDD domains on the chip. All these domains have a
common GND to make the power distribution easier. The following special conditions
need to be addressed when we have signals that cross two different voltage domains.
• A higher voltage signal cannot drive a pass gate of a lower voltage domain. In this
case we buffer the signal with a buffer operating on the V DD of the lower voltage
domain before driving the pass gate.
• A higher voltage signal can drive the gate of a transistor in a lower voltage domain.
• To buffer a signal from lower voltage to higher voltage domain, we use custom de-
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signed level shifters.
IV-E. Standard Cell Based BFSK Design
We also implemented a traditional Standard Cell based BFSK design on the chip for a head
to head comparison with the sub-threshold approach. The design ow for the standard cell
portion of the design consisted of the following.
• We used the same HDL code used for the sub-threshold design.
• The synthesized HDL code was mapped into a library of standard cells that consisted
of various inverters (2×,12×,36× 108×), and NAND gates(2-input, 3-input).
• The standard cell design is not connected to a DAC and an antenna.
• The mapped design was then placed and routed using the SEDSM [27] from Ca-
dence.
• The inputs to the Standard cell design are, 64kinstd, Clkstd, Resetstd,
• The output of the Standard cell design is an 8bit vector Stdout, which represents the
8bit output of the NCO.
IV-F. IO Pad and ESD Diode Design
The circuit diagram of a general Pad cell with ESD diodes is shown in Figure IV.5. The
transistors MP1 and MN1 are the primary ESD diodes. The transistors MP2 and MN2
represents the inverter driving an internal signal towards the pad to an off-chip component.


















Fig. IV.5. PAD Cell Schematic
We have used four separate voltage domains on the chip. Due to this the pads used for
the signals can be classied as follows.
• Power Supply Pad: These pads do not have any I/O drivers. They have the ESD
diodes shown in Figure IV.5, and are used for the V DD (for all domains) and GND
signals.
• Digital Input Pad: These pads have ESD diodes with input drivers driving the ex-
ternal signal towards the chip.
• Digital Output Pad: These pads have ESD diodes with output drivers driving the
internal signal towards the pad.
• Digital I/O Pad: Along with ESD diodes, these pads have both input and output
drivers. The output drivers are tristated when this pad is receiving an input signal.
• Analog Signal Pad: The analog signals do not have any I/O drivers. Some analog
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signals do not have the ESD diode connected to VDD. This constraint is used when
the peak value of the analog signal can take a higher value than the V DD connected
to the ESD diode.
IV-G. Chip Integration and Pin-out
The Integration of the chip mainly involves, deciding the number of pins on the chip.
The Pin-out for the standard cell implementation of the BFSK transmitter is shown in Ta-
ble IV.2. The Pin-out for the sub-threshold implementation is shown in Table IV.3. We
need 80 pins. Note that pins 80,1,20,21,40,41,60,61 are dummy pins and these are at the
corners of each side of the chip. Some of the sensitive signals are shielded using static
signals and/or supply signals. An estimate of the oorplan of the chip is made and signals
are buffered depending on the distance that they have to travel. A SPICE level schematic
of the entire chip can thus be constructed by including, the digital modulator, the DAC,
amplier and connecting their input, output signals to pad cells. The antenna is represented
by a large capacitor.
Table IV.2. Chip Pin-out: Standard Cell BFSK Portion
Pin Number Pin Name Description




44 Resetstd Active high, Reset signal for Std Cell BFSK
45 32kinstd Binary input signal for Std Cell BFSK
46 Clkstd Clock signal for Std Cell BFSK
47-49 Stdout< 8 : 6 > Digital output of Std Cell BFSK
50 VDD Supply
51 Anton Active high, Loads the Amplifier with on-chip antenna
52 GND Ground




Table IV.3. Chip Pin-out: Sub-threshold BFSK Portion
Pin Number Pin Name Description
Domain 1, VDD = 1V
7 Dacin Active high, apply external DAC input to pins 23-25,28-30,33-34
8 Clk Clock signal to BFSK modulator, shielded by static signals
9 VDD Supply
10 Reset Active high, Resets the BFSK modulator output
11 GND Ground
12 32kin Binary input to modulator
13 sdrouten Active high, NCO output sent to pins 23-25,28-30,33-34
14 VDD Supply
15 Beat Clk Reference clock for dynamic compensation, Shielded by VDD
16 VDD Supply
17-18 GND Ground
Domain 2, VDD = 2V
19 GND Ground
22 VDD Supply
23-25 In2vOut2v< 1 : 3 > NCO output or DAC input
26 GND Ground
27 VDD Supply
28-30 In2vOut2v< 4 : 6 > NCO output or DAC input
31 GND Ground
32 VDD Supply
33-34 In2vOut2v< 7 : 8 > NCO output or DAC input
35 Testplaout1 Pla test signal 1
36 GND Ground
37 VDD Supply
38 Testplaout2 Pla test signal 2
Domain 3, VDD = 0.6V
62 GND Ground
63 VDD Supply
64 AmpRdRes Drain Resistance of Amplifier, shielded
65 GND Ground
66 VDD Supply
67 AmpRsRes Source Resistance of Amplifier, shielded
68 GND Ground
69 VDD Supply
70 DacCmRes DAC current mirror resistance, shielded
71 GND Ground
72 VDD Supply




77 Bulkinout Monitor or Force NBulk node









The layout of the PLA block used in the design is shown in Figure IV.6.
Fig. IV.6. PLA Layout
Each of the PLAs have the same number of inputs, outputs and cubes. The logic
implemented by the PLAs however is different. The transistors connected to the bitlines,
wordlines and output lines need to be changed for each of the PLAs depending on the
function implemented. The layout of the DAC and the amplier are also done. The tran-
sistor lengths used for these analog components are three times the minimum length. This
increases the variation tolerance of these components. The antenna is implemented as a
coil. The antenna is made of ve metal layers, as well as the poly layer. The metal layers
and poly layer are all connected to each other by contacts. The pad cells are laid out in
accordance with the design rules associated with pads and ESD cells from TSMC. Guard
rings are used to prevent latch-up in the ESD diodes. The resistor R, seen in Figure IV.5 is
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realized using N-type diffusion material to have a resistance of around 200Ω.
The vacant areas in the chip is then lled with metal to satisfy the ll rules of the
design process. These metal lls are wired up to act as a decoupling capacitance between
supply and ground nodes. This serves to drastically reduce supply voltage noise.
The standard cell layout is done using the SEDSM tool [27]. This layout is merged
with the rest of the components to get the entire die layout shown in Figure IV.7.
Fig. IV.7. Die Layout
IV-I. Summary of Verication Methodologies
The following verication methodologies were used at various stages during the design
ow shown in Figure IV.1.
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• Combinational Verication: This is a verication step done after synthesis. The
logical representation of the circuit after optimization is functionally veried against
the initial HDL description.
• SPICE Verication: SPICE based verication is done after mapping the logic netlist
into a multi-level network of PLAs. SPICE verication is done to verify functional
correctness as well as correctness of dynamic bulk node modulating compensation
circuit.
• LVS: A layout versus schematic step is performed after layout designing to verify
the correctness of the layout. This was performed using the ASSURA LVS tool [28].
• RC Extraction and Verication: An RC Extraction of the chip is performed after
the LVS step. This populates the circuit schematic with various parasitic resistors and
capacitors. A SPICE level simulation of this extracted netlist is required to verify that
the circuit behavior has not been adversely affected by parasitics. The SPICE level
simulation also covers the bulk node modulation by the compensation circuit. This
is important as there may be extra parasitic capacitances on the Nbulk node, which
would require stronger devices on the charge pump device.
IV-J. Chapter Summary
In this Chapter we went over the implementation details of the wireless BFSK transmitter.
The design ow of the chip was discussed and we explained each step in the ow. The chip
was divided into four different voltage domains to isolate the standard cell implementation.
and provide higher VDD for inputs and outputs to the sub-threshold circuit. The steps taken




In this Chapter, we present results from the fabricated die. The range of operation of the
circuit is tested. The functionality of the dynamic body bias delay compensation circuit
is also veried. The sub-threshold implementation is compared with a standard cell based
implementation of the BFSK circuit, which was also implemented on the same die.
V-A. Functional Verication
The VDD domains 1 and 4, which correspond to the sub-threshold BFSK inputs, and DAC
and amplier outputs are powered ON. The reset signal is held LOW. The DAC and Ampli-
er are biased using resistances determined during the circuit design phase. The output of
the DAC for an input signal that makes a LOW to HIGH transition is shown in Figure V.1.
Fig. V.1. BFSK Modulation
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Note that the DAC output clearly shows two tones depending on the value of the input.
V-B. Dynamic Compensation Circuit
The dynamic compensation circuit stabilizes circuit delay by modulating the bulk node of
the NMOS transistors in the design as explained in Section III-C.4. Figure V.2 shows an
oscilloscope plot of the bulk node voltage and power supply of the sub-threshold circuit.
Here the external beat clock has been xed to a particular delay. Notice that when the
Fig. V.2. Bulk Node Voltage Modulation with V DD
supply voltage which is the bottom signal in the plot uctuates from its nominal value,
the bulk node voltage which is the top signal in the plot is immediately modulated in the
opposite direction to compensate the circuit delay with respect to power supply variation.
Thus the reference circuit delay is kept in phase with the external reference signal.
Figure V.3 plots the bulk node voltage in the top half and the external beat clock signal
in the bottom half. Here the beat clock is held high for several clock cycles and then held
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Fig. V.3. Bulk Node Voltage Modulation with BeatClock
low for several clock cycles. When the beat clock signal is held high the charge pump
forward biases the bulk node and the circuit speeds up. When the beat clock signal is
held low the bulk node is driven low and the circuit slows down. The bulk node is clearly
modulated up and down when the phase of the beat clock signal changes verifying the
operation of the dynamic body bias circuit with respect to the external reference signal.
V-C. Operating Ranges
The supply voltage for the digital BFSK modulator circuit was varied from 0.4V to 0.62V.
The maximum frequency of operation at these voltages was determined by observing the
output of the source amplier. When the frequency is too high, the sine wave at the output
of the amplier gets distorted. The maximum operating frequencies over a set of supply
voltages is plotted in Figure V.4.
This gure shows two curves which correspond to a bulk node voltage value of 0V
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Fig. V.4. Maximum Operating Frequencies
and 0.45V respectively. This plot shows the range of frequencies over which the dynamic
compensation circuit can track the reference beat clock. Notice that the maximum speed of
operation increases quadratically as the supply voltage increases.
Fig. V.5. Power Consumed at Maximum Operating Frequency
The power consumed by the circuit at these operating voltages and frequencies is
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shown in Figure V.5. The power consumed is plotted for the maximum and minimum
voltage value that the bulkn node can take. The power consumed is the product of the
average current owing through the digital BFSK modulator voltage source. Note that a
different voltage source is used for the DAC and the amplier.
V-D. Spectrum of Output Sinusoidal Signals
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the output of the DAC is shown in Figure V.6. Here
Fig. V.6. FFT of DAC Output
the input bitstream is continually alternating between a logical zero and a logical one
at a frequency of 32.25kHz. The clock frequency, fclk of the sub-threshold circuit is set
at 1MHz which is an integer multiple of the input bit rate. From the FFT we see the two
transmitted tones at 113kHz and 342kHz respectively.
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Fig. V.7. FFT of Amplier Output
Similarly Figure V.7 shows the FFT of the output of the amplier for the same sig-
nal when the amplier is loaded by the on-chip antenna coil. Notice that the secondary
unwanted peak between the two tones is around -11dB below the fundamental tone. Also
through Matlab simulations we found that a signal with a spectrum that has the secondary
unwanted peak at -10dB was demodulated correctly at the receiver side. This simulation
was done for the worst case noise and attenuation considered in the link budget analysis in
Section III-D.1. The receiver architecture used was a standard receiver for demodulating
non-coherent BFSK signals [22].
V-E. Comparison with Standard Cells
The power consumed by the sub-threshold BFSK Modulator was compared with the power
consumed by the standard cell BFSK implementation. This is shown in Table V.1. From
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this table we see that the power consumed by the Standard Cell based circuit implemen-
tation is 19.4× more. The standard cell based design is specied to operate at a supply
voltage of 2.5V. Note that the standard cell based design is capable of operating at higher
speeds. The standard cell design does not have any compensation scheme that compensates
circuit delay for PVT variations which are higher when operating near the sub-threshold re-
gion. Hence it would not function correctly under varying operating conditions. Due to this
we do not compare the standard cell based design power at a lower voltage of operation.
Table V.1. Sub-threshold vs Standard Cell Power Consumption
Design Style VDD Clock Frequency Average Current Power Dissipation
Sub-threshold 0.6 1.05MHz 44.7µA 26.8µW
Standard Cell 2.5 1.05MHz 208.0µA 520.0µW
V-F. Chapter Summary
In this Chapter, we presented results from the fabricated wireless BFSK transmitter chip.
We veried the functionality of the digital BFSK circuit and the dynamic delay compen-
sation circuitry. We also analyzed the spectrum of the output signal and showed that the
transmitted signal spectrum can be suitably demodulated with a standard non-coherent re-
ceiver architecture. We also showed that the power consumed by a Standard Cell based




Power Consumption in VLSI circuits is a critical issue in the semiconductor industry today.
For many applications such as portable devices, low power consumption is a rst order
design constraint. Several of these applications need extreme low power but do not have
high speed design requirements. In these cases Sub-threshold circuit design techniques
can be used to provide extreme low power solutions, by sacricing some of the circuit
performance. The problem with sub-threshold circuits however is that these circuits exhibit
an exponential sensitivity to process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variations.
In this thesis we have implemented and tested a robust sub-threshold design ow
which uses circuit level PVT compensation to stabilize circuit performance. This involves
compensating the delay of a circuit over PVT variations by using an external reference
clock. The compensating circuitry modulates the bulk node of transistors in the circuit de-
pending on the phase difference between the circuit delay and the reference clock signal.
The circuit is implemented using a Network of PLAs in which all PLAs are of the same
size. Therefore each PLA has the same delay, and this ensures that the critical path delay
to be compensated is the same across the entire circuit.
We have designed and fabricated a sub-threshold wireless BFSK transmitter chip using
this robust sub-threshold design methodology. The chip is capable of broadcasting a signal
over a distance of 1000 meters. For comparison purposes we have also implemented a
BFSK transmitter using a traditional standard cell ow on the same die and shown that
the sub-threshold approach consumes 19.4× lower power than a traditional standard cell
based implementation.
Future work includes constructing an antenna for wireless transmission and construct-
ing a receiver that can be used to demodulate the signal transmitted by the BFSK transmit-
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ter. This can be used to test and verify the distance over which the wireless transmitter can
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